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→ Continued from ÒCulture Class: Art, Creativity,
Urbanism, Part IÓ in issue 21.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊPART TWO: CREATIVITY AND ITS
DISCONTENTS
Culture is the commodity that sells all the
others.
Ð Situationist slogan

Martha Rosler

Culture Class:
Art, Creativity,
Urbanism, Part
II

Soon after the collapse of the millennial New
Economy that was supposed to raise all boats,
Richard Florida, in his best-selling book The Rise
of the Creative Class (2002), instituted a way of
talking about the Òcreative classÓ Ð the same
class put center stage by Sharon Zukin, David
Brooks, and Paul Fussell Ð in a way that framed
it as a target group and a living blueprint for
urban planners.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFlorida may see this class, and its needs
and choices, as the savior of cities, but he
harbors no apparent interest in its potential for
human liberation. When Robert Bruininks, the
president of the University of Minnesota, asked
him in an onstage interview, ÒWhat do you see as
the political role of the creative class Ð will they
help lead society in a better, fairer direction?Ó
Florida was, according to faculty member Ann
Markusen, completely at a loss for a reply.1 Some
who frame the notion of a powerful class of
creative people Ð a class dubbed the Òcultural
creativesÓ by Paul H. Ray and Sherry Ruth
Anderson in their book of that name published in
2000 Ð see this group as progressive, socially
engaged, and spiritual, if generally without
religious affiliation, and thus as active in
movements for political and social change. In
general, however, most observers of ÒcreativesÓ
concentrate on taste classes and lifestyle
matters, and are evasive with respect to the
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creativesÕ relation to social organization and
control.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊRichard Lloyd, in Neo-Bohemia: Art and
Commerce in the Postindustrial City, in contrast
to Ray and Anderson, finds not only that artists
and hipsters2 are complicit with capital in the
realm of consumption but, further, that in their
role as casual labor (Òuseful labor,Ó in LloydÕs
terms), whether as service workers or as
freelance designers, they also serve capital quite
well.3 The Situationists, of course, were insistent
on tying cultural regimes to urban change and
the organization and regulation of labor. Sharon
Zukin, in her ground-breaking book Loft Living,
provided a sociological analysis of the role of
artists in urban settings, their customary
habitat.4 But urban affairs, sociological and
cultural analysis, and the frameworks of
judgment have changed and expanded since
ZukinÕs work of 1982. In his book The Expediency
of Culture (2001), George Yœdice leads us to
consider the broad issue of the ÒculturalizationÓ
of politics and the uses and counter-uses of
culture.5 Concentrating especially on the United
States and Latin America, YœdiceÕs concern is
with explicating how culture has been
transformed into a resource, available both to
governmental entities and to population groups.

He cites Fredric JamesonÕs work on Òthe cultural
turnÓ from the early 1990s, which claims that the
cultural has exploded Òthroughout the social
realm, to the point at which everything in our
social life Ð from economic value and state
power to social and political practices and the
very structure of the psyche itself Ð can be said
to have become Ôcultural.ÕÓ6 Yœdice invokes
Michel FoucaultÕs concept of governmentality,
namely, the management of populations, or Òthe
conduct of conduct,Ó as the matrix for the shift of
services under neoliberalism from state to
cultural sectors. FoucaultÕs theories of
internalization of authority (as well as those of
Lefebvre and Freud) are surely useful in
discussing the apparent passivity of knowledge
workers and the educated classes in general.
Yœdice privileges theories of performativity,
particularly those of Judith Butler and Eve
Kosovsky Sedgwick, over the SituationistsÕ
Òsociety of the spectacle,Ó describing how
identities, including identities of Òdifference,Ó are
performed on the stage set by various mediating
institutions.7 Indeed, he positions the postwar
marketing model Ð Òthe engineering of consent,Ó
in Edward BernaysÕs potent, widely quoted
phrase Ð at the heart of contemporary politics
and invokes the aestheticization of politics
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(shades of Walter Benjamin!) that has been fully
apparent in the US since the Reagan
administration.8 As I have suggested, this
channels much political contestation in
advanced societies to consumer realms, from
buying appropriate items from firms that
advance political activism and send money to
NGOs,9 to the corporate tactic of appealing to
identity-based markets, such as gay, female, or
Latino publics; but also to the corporate need to
foster such identities in hiring practices in the
name of social responsibility.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn considering the role of culture in
contemporary societies, it may be helpful to look
at the lineage and derivation of the creativeclass concept, beginning with observations
about the growing economic and social
importance of information production and
manipulation. The importance of the group of
workers variously known as knowledge workers,
symbolic analysts, or, latterly, creatives, was
recognized by the late 1950s or early 1960s.
Peter Drucker, the much-lionized management
Òguru,Ó is credited with coining the term
Òknowledge workerÓ in 1959, while the later term
Òsymbolic analystsÓ comes from economist
Robert Reich.10
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ Clark Kerr, a former labor economist,
became president of the University of California,
in the mid-1960s. This state university system,
which had a masterplan for aggressive growth
stretching to the turn of the twenty-first century
and beyond, was the flagship of US public
universities and established the benchmarks for
public educational institutions in the US and
elsewhere; it was intended as the incubator of
the rank-and file middle class and the elites of a
modern superpower among nations in a
politically divided world. KerrÕs transformative
educational vision was based on the production
of knowledge workers. Kerr Ð the man against
whom was directed much of the energy of
BerkeleyÕs Free Speech Movement, derisively
invoked by David Brooks Ð coined the term the
ÒmultiversityÓ in a series of lectures he gave at
Harvard in 1963.11 It was KerrÕs belief that the
university was a Òprime instrument of national
purpose.Ó In his influential book The Uses of the
University,Kerr wrote,
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊClark Kerr, a former labor economist,
became president of the University of California,
in the mid-1960s. This state university system,
which had a masterplan for aggressive growth
stretching to the turn of the twenty-first century

What the railroads did for the second half
of the last century and the automobile for
the first half of this century may be done for
the second half of this century by the
knowledge industry.12
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and beyond, was the flagship of US public
universities and established the benchmarks for
public educational institutions in the US and
elsewhere; it was intended as the incubator of
the rank-and file middle class and the elites of a
modern superpower among nations in a
politically divided world. KerrÕs transformative
educational vision was based on the production
of knowledge workers. Kerr Ð the man against
whom was directed much of the energy of
BerkeleyÕs Free Speech Movement, derisively
invoked by David Brooks Ð coined the term the
ÒmultiversityÓ in a series of lectures he gave at
Harvard in 1963.11 It was KerrÕs belief that the
university was a Òprime instrument of national
purpose.Ó In his influential book The Uses of the
University,Kerr wrote,

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊTheories of post-Fordism fall into different
schools, which I cannot explore here, but they
generally include an emphasis on the rise of
knowledge industries, on the one hand, and
service industries on the other; on consumption
and consumers as well as on productive workers;
on the fragmentation of mass production and the
mass market into production aimed at more
specialized consumer groups, especially those
with higher-level demands; and on a decline in
the role of the state and the rise of global
corporations and markets. Work performed
under post-Fordist conditions in the so-called
knowledge industries and creative fields has
been characterized as Òimmaterial labor,Ó a
(somewhat contested) term put forward by
Italian autonomist philosopher Maurizio
Lazzarato. Within or overlapping with the broad
category of immaterial labor are types of labor
deemed Òaffective laborÓ (Hardt and Negri);
these include not only advertising and public
relations Ð and, many artists would argue, art Ð
but all levels of labor in which the worker faces
the public, which include many service
industries, and eventually permeates society at
large.15 In ÒStrategies of the Political
Entrepreneur,Ó Lazzarato writes:
If the factory can no longer be seen, this is
not because it has disappeared but
because it has been socialized, and in this
sense it has become immaterial: an
immateriality that nevertheless continues
to produce social relations, values, and
profits.16

Sociologist Daniel Bell, in his books The Coming
of Post-Industrial Society (1973), and Cultural
Contradictions of Capitalism (1976), set the
terms of the discourse on the organization of
productive labor (although the visionary
educational reformer Ivan Illich apparently used
the term Òpost-industrialÓ earlier); Richard
Florida claims Bell as a powerful influence.13 The
term post-Fordism, which primarily describes
changes in command and control in the
organization of the production process, is a
preferred term of art for the present organization
of labor in advanced economies, retaining the
sense of continuity with earlier phases of
capitalist organization rather than suggesting a
radical break resulting from the rise of
information economies and changes in the mode
of conducting and managing the labor process.14
07.03.13 / 16:29:11 EDT

These categories look very different from
FloridaÕs.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAndrew Ross writes that the creative-class
concept derives from Prime Minister Paul
KeatingÕs Australia in early 1990s, under the
rubric Òcultural industries.Ó17 Tony BlairÕs New
Labour government used the term Òcreative
industriesÓ in 1997 in the rebranding of the UK as
Cool Britannia. The Department of National
Heritage was renamed the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) and promoted
technological optimism, a youth cult, and, in
RossÕs words, Òself-directed innovation in the
arts and knowledge sectors.Ó Both Ross and the
social psychologist Alan Blum refer to the
centrality of the idea of constant reinvention Ð of
the firm and of the person Ð as a hallmark of the
ideal conditions of the creative class. Ross
points to the allure of the Òcreative industriesÓ
idea for a wide array of nations, large and small,
of which he names Canada, the US, and Russia
and China Ð we should add the Netherlands to
this list Ð long before FloridaÕs particular
configuration shifted emphasis away from the

Maslow chart based on Abraham Maslow's theories of human self-actualization.

Douglas McGregor's diagrams for Theories X and Y identifying different attitudes in the workplace.
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The new view of art as Òa way of doingÓ
rather than a distinctive Òway of seeingÓ
also affects the way art is taught. On the
one hand, the Òtremendous production
emphasisÓ that [modernist critic] Harold
Rosenberg decries gave rise to a generation
of practitioners rather than visionaries, of
imitators instead of innovators. As
professional artists became facile in
pulling out visual techniques from their
aesthetic and social context, they glibly
defended themselves with talk of concepts
and methodology. On the other hand, the
teaching of art as ÒdoingÓ made art seem
less elitist.É Anyone, anywhere can
07.03.13 / 16:29:11 EDT
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legitimately expect to be an artist É making
art both more ÒprofessionalizedÓ and more
Òdemocratized.ÓÉ This opened art as a
career.20
Zukin offers a sour observation made in 1979 by
Ronald Berman, former chairman of the US
National Endowment for the Humanities:
Art is anything with creative intentions,
where the word ÒcreativeÓ has É been
removed from the realm of achievement
and applied to another realm entirely. What
it means now is an attitude toward the self;
and it belongs not to aesthetics but to pop
psychology.21
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industries and to the very person of their
denizens, and to biopolitics.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn describing the Òcreative class,Ó Florida
credits Paul Fussell and gives David Brooks a
brief nod.18 Despite building on writers like David
Harvey and perhaps other, unnamed theorists on
the left, Florida offers the prospect of a category
of Òhuman resourcesÓ who will, all unbidden, and
at virtually no cost to anyone but themselves,
remake your city quite to your liking. Rather than
portraying the right to the city, as Harvey had
termed it, as the outcome of struggle, FloridaÕs
path to action is predicated on the inevitability of
social change, in which the working class and the
poor have already lost. I will say more about that
a bit later, but first, IÕll consider the creative
class itself.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhat Florida has called the rise of the
creative class Sharon Zukin called, in Loft Living,
the artistic mode of production.19 Zukin, who
never quite explains her phrase, describes the
production of value and of space itself,
interpretable in LefebvreÕs terms. Whereas Zukin
traced the entire process from its inception to its
present outcome, teasing out the structural
elements necessary to bring about urban change
and demonstrating how such change affects
residents and interested classes, in FloridaÕs
account the process disappears in a welter of
statistical number-crunching and empirical
markers by which to index the success of the
creative class. Crucial to ZukinÕs analysis is the
eventual displacement of artists, a development
not addressed by Florida, whose creative class
encompasses high earners in industries
extending far beyond artists, the vast number of
whom do not command big incomes.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊZukin had already shown that integral to the
artistic mode of production is the gradual
expansion of the Òartistic class,Ó suggesting how
the definition of ÒartistÓ expanded and how the
epistemology of art changed to fit the
sensibilities of the rising middle class. Zukin Ð
writing in 1982 Ð asserts:

I cannot address the changes in the
understanding of art here, or the way its models
of teaching changed through the postwar period
Ð a subject of perpetual scrutiny and
contestation both within the academy and
outside it. A central point, however, is that the
numbers of people calling themselves artists has
vastly increased since the 1960s as the
parameters of this identity have changed.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFlorida enters at a pivot point in this
process, where what is essential for cities is no
longer art, or the people who make it, but the
appearance of its being made somewhere
nearby. As a policy academic, Florida repeatedly
pays lip service to the economic, not lifestyle,
grounding of class groupings, as he must, since
his definition of Òcreative classÓ is based on
modes of economically productive activity.
Economic data, however, turn out not to be
particularly integral to his analyses, while the
use to which he puts this category depends
heavily on lifestyle and consumer choices, and
Florida includes in the creative class the
subcategory of gay people as well as categories
of Òdifference,Ó which are both racial/ethnic and
include other identity-related groupings
independent of employment or economic activity.
This does not contradict the fact that we are
talking about class and income. Although the
tolerance of ÒdifferenceÓ that figures in FloridaÕs
scenario must certainly include of people of
color working in low-level service categories who
appear in significant concentrations in urban
locales (even if they go home to some other
locale), the creative class are not low-wage, lowlevel service-sector employees, and artists,
certainly, are still disproportionately white.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFloridaÕs schema is influenced by basic
American economic and sociological texts Ð
including Erik Olin WrightÕs powerful description
of the new professional-managerial class
(sometimes called the new petite bourgeoisie to
differentiate it from the Òold petite bourgeoisie,Ó

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn an online consideration of FloridaÕs
thesis, Harvard Economist Edward Glaeser, a
right-leaning mainstream critic, expresses
admiration for FloridaÕs book as an engagingly
written popularization of the generally accepted
urbanist maxim that human capital drives
growth, but he fails to find any value added from
looking at creative capital as a separate
category. Glaeser writes:
[T]he presence of skills in the metropolitan
area may increase new idea production and
the growth rate of city-specific productivity
levels, but if Florida wants to argue that
there is an [effect] of bohemian, creative
types, over and above the effect of human
capital, then presumably that should show
up in the data.25
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a class of small shopkeepers and the like whose
declining fortunes and traditionalist world view
have left them disaffected or enraged).22 But
FloridaÕs categories are more directly derived
from the US governmentÕs Standard
Occupational Classification, or SOC, codes. His
creative-class grouping includes Òa broad group
of creative professionals in business and
finance, law, health care and related fields,Ó who
Òengage in complex problem solving that involves
a great deal of independent judgment and
requires high levels of education or human
capital.Ó23 Within it is a Òsuper-creative core [of]
people in science and engineering, architecture
and design, education, arts, music, and
entertainment É [whose] job is to create new
ideas, new technology and/or new creative
content.Ó
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊDoug Henwood, in a critique from the left,
notes that FloridaÕs creative class constitutes
about 30 percent of the workforce, and the
Òsuper creative coreÓ about 12 percent.
Examining one category of super-creatives,
Òthose in all computer and mathematical
occupations,Ó Henwood remarks that some of
these jobs Òcan only be tendentiously classed as
super creative.Ó24 SOC categories put both callcenter tech-support workers and computer
programmers in the IT category, but call-center
workers would surely not experience their jobs
as creative but Òmore likely as monotonous and
even deskilled.Ó What is striking in FloridaÕs
picture is, first, not just the insistence on
winners and losers, on the creatives and the
uncreatives Ð recalling the social divisions within
Aldous HuxleyÕs dystopian novel Brave New World
Ð but on the implicit conviction that job
categories finally do provide the only source of
real agency regardless of their content. Second,
the value of the noncreatives is that they are
nature to the creativesÕ culture, female to their
male, operating as backdrop and raw material,
and finally as necessary support, as service
workers. Stressing the utility of random
conversations in the street, ˆ la Jane Jacobs,
Florida treats the little people of the streets as a
potent source of ideas, a touchingly modern[ist]
point of view.

Glaeser ran statistical regressions on the
population-growth data on four measures: (1) the
share of local workers in the Òsuper creative
coreÓ; (2) patents per capita in 1990; (3) the Gay
Index, or the number of coupled gay people in the
area relative to the total population; and (4) the
Bohemian Index Ð the number of artistic types
relative to the overall population.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊGlaeser concludes that in all the
regressions the primary effects on city growth
result from education level rather than any of
FloridaÕs measures and that in fact in all but two
cities, Òthe gay population has a negative
impact.Ó He concludes:
I would certainly not interpret this as
suggesting that gays are bad for growth,
but I would be awfully suspicious of
suggesting to mayors that the right way to
fuel economic development is to attract a
larger gay population. There are many good
reasons to be tolerant, without spinning an
unfounded story about how Bohemianism
helps urban development.26
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Max Nathan, an English urbanist at the Centre
for Cities, an independent research institute in
London, observes that ÒthereÕs not much
evidence for a single creative class in the US or
the UK. And although knowledge, creativity, and
human capital are becoming more important in
todayÕs economy, more than 20 years of
endogenous growth theory already tells us this.Ó
He concludes, ÒCreativity and cool are the icing,
not the cake.Ó 28
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAmerican sociologist Ann Markusen, leftleaning but agreeing with Glaeser, further
cautions that Òhuman creativity cannot be
conflated with years of schooling.Ó29 Some of the
occupations included in FloridaÕs sample do not
call upon creative thinking, while many manual
tasks do just that; furthermore, it hardly needs to
be noted that human qualities and attributes are
not themselves merely produced by schooling.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFloridaÕs use of the US governmentÕs SOC
categories, lumping together artists and
bohemians with all kinds of IT workers and
others not remotely interested in art or bohemia,
has been identified by many other observers Ð
perhaps especially those involved in the art
world Ð as a glaring fault. Florida fails to note the
divergent interests of employees and managers,
or younger and older workers, in choices about
where to live: it seems, for example, that the
young move into the city while somewhat older
workers move out to the suburbs, where
managers tend to cluster. But FloridaÕs book
found its ready audience not among political
economists but in some subset of municipal
policy makers and rainmakers for government
grants, and in business groups.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAs Alan Blum suggests, FloridaÕs work is
directed at Òsecond tierÓ cities pursuing Òan
ÔidentityÕ (as if merchandise) that is to be
fashioned from the materials of the present.Ó30
Second tier cities tend to glorify the
accumulation of amenities as a means of
salvation from an undistinguished history, a
chance to develop and establish flexibility.
BlumÕs critique emphasizes the platitudinous
banality of FloridaÕs city vision, its undialectical
quality and its erasure of difference in favor of
07.03.13 / 16:29:11 EDT
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There is no evidence to suggest that there
is anything to this diversity or
Bohemianism, once you control for human
capital. As such, mayors are better served
by focusing on the basic commodities
desired by those with skills, than by
thinking that there is a quick fix involved in
creating a funky, hip, Bohemian
downtown.27
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Further:

tranquility and predictability as it instantiates as
policy the infantile dream of perpetually creating
oneself anew. In my estimation, Scandinavian
societies seem to have faced the postwar world
by effacing history and re-presenting themselves
as factories of design; visiting CopenhagenÕs
design museum, I was amazed that a large wall
inscription in the exhibition of the great designer
Arne Jacobsen emphasized both his complete
lack of Òinterest in UtopiaÓ and his fondness for
white tennis flannels. One can think of many
cities, regions, and nations that would prefer to
transcend an earlier mode of economic
organization, whether agricultural or Fordist, in
favor of a bright new picture of postindustrial
viability. The collective failure of imagination can
be extended to entire peoples, through the
selective re-creation, or frank erasure, of
historical memory. The entire cast of the
creative-class thesis is centered on the implicit
management of populations, through
internalized controls: in essence, FoucaultÕs
governmentality.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFlorida was teaching at Carnegie Mellon in
the Rust Belt city of Pittsburgh when he
formulated his thesis, but subsequently moved
to the University of Toronto, where he now heads
the Martin Prosperity Institute at the Rotman
School of Management, and is Professor of
Business and Creativity. His website tags him as
Òauthor and thought-leader.Ó Florida has
developed a robust career as a pundit and as a
management consultant to entities more
inclusive than individual firms or industries.
Management consulting is a highly lucrative field
that centers on the identification of structures of
work organization and methods of organizing
workers in a manner persuasive to management.
Management theory, however, even in the
industrializing 1920s, has often claimed that
creativity and interpersonal relations would
transform management, leading to an end to
top-down hierarchies and a harmonizing of
interests of workers and management.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSpeaking personally, in the early 1970s I
worked in a small, Peter DruckerÐadvised
publishing company in Southern California to
which Drucker, the management idol then riding
the crest of his fame, made regular visits. We
were schooled to regard the management tool
called Group Y, widely used by Japanese
companies, as the new gospel of employeemanagement relations. As a concept, Group Y is
traceable to Douglas McGregor, a professor at
MITÕs school of management. Influenced by the
social psychologist Abraham MaslowÕs then
widely popular theories of human selfactualization, McGregor promoted the idea of
employees and workers as human resources. In
The Human Side of Enterprise (1960), McGregor

Guy Debord, Naked City, 1957.
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developed his highly influential paradigm of
employee management and motivation in which
management is characterized by one of two
opposed models, Theory X and Theory Y.31 In
Theory X, people are seen as work-averse and
risk-averse, uninterested in organizational goals,
and requiring strong leadership and monetary
incentives. Theory Y, in contrast, sees work as
enjoyable and people as naturally creative and
self-directed if committed to work objectives.
(McGregor, unrealistically, hoped his book would
be used as a self-diagnostic tool for managers
rather than as a rigid prescription.) Building on
McGregorÕs theory, and long after I left my blissseeking editorial shop, William G. Ouchi invoked
Theory Z to call attention to Japanese
management style.32
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊStarting in the early 1960s, Japanese
management made extensive use of Òquality
circles,Ó which were inspired by the postwar
lectures of American statisticians W. Edwards
Deming and J. M. Juran, who recommended
inverting the US proportion of responsibility for
quality control given to line managers and
engineers, which stood at 85 percent for
managers and 15 percent for workers.33 As the
Business Encyclopedia explains, Japanese
quality circles meet weekly, often on the workersÕ

own time and often led by foremen. ÒQuality
circles provide a means for workers to
participate in company affairs and for
management to benefit from worker suggestions.
É [E]mployee suggestions reportedly create
billions of dollarsÕ worth of benefits for
companies.Ó Now, however, according to the New
York Times, Japanese business organization is
fast approaching the norms and practices
prevailing in the US.34

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊManagement is always looking for a new
edge; after all, managersÕ advancement and
compensation depend on the appearance of
innovation. A few years ago, in an amusing
ÒexposŽÓ in the Atlantic magazine, Matthew
Stewart, a former partner in a consulting firm,
characterized management theory as a jumpedup and highly profitable philosophy of human
society rather than an informed scientific view of
the social relations of productive activities,
which is how it advertises itself.35 Stewart
compares the dominant theory of production
known as Taylorism with that of Elton Mayo.36
Taylorism, named for the turn-of-the-twentiethcentury consultant Frederick Taylor, was a
method (that of motion study, which was soon
married to the marginally more humanistic time
study of Frank and Lillian Gilbreth) for analyzing
the labor process so as to get more work out of
workers.37 MayoÕs management theory,
formulated somewhat later, is based on fostering
workersÕ cooperation. Characterizing the first as
the rationalist and the second as the humanist
strain of management philosophy, Stewart
claims that they simply continue in these two
age-old camps. Anthropologist David Graeber
writes that fields like politics, religion, and art
depend not on externally derived values and data
but upon group consensus.38 Like many bold
ideas in economics and politics, empirical
inadequacy and faulty predictive power are no
barriers to success. A new narrative is always a
powerful means of stirring things up; as the
twentieth-century Austrian psychologist Hans
Vaihinger termed it in his book Philosophie des
Als Ob (ÒPhilosophy of As IfÓ), a person needs a
ruling story, regardless of its relationship to
reality, and so, it seems, does any other entity or
organization, especially when it requires
persuasive power to obtain resources from
others.39 Since the advent of neoliberalism in the
07.03.13 / 16:29:11 EDT
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Quotation from Frederick Taylor's Principles of Scientific Management.

1980s, for example, those newly hired corporate
heads who immediately fire about 20 percent of
the workforce have been shown to do best for
themselves regardless of outcome, despite the
fact that this strategy has long been proven to
damage a distressed companyÕs profitability,
since it destroys corporate knowledge and
working culture, if nothing else. Psychological
studies are constantly being adduced to prove
that many consumers are uninterested in the
disproof of claims, whether for miracle cures,
better material goods, political nostrums, and so
on; sociologists from Merton to Adorno long ago
commented in some frustration about peopleÕs
belief in luck (as in the lottery) or astrology in the
face of reason. Ideology offers a powerful sieve
through which to strain truth claims.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhat matters, then, is not whether FloridaÕs
bohemian index is good or bad for urban growth
but that the gospel of creativity offers something
for mayors and urban planners to hang onto Ð a
new episteme, if you will. But FloridaÕs thesis
also finds enthusiastic support in management
sectors in the art world that seek support from
municipal and foundation sources while
pretending that the creative class refers to the
arts.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊEuropean art critics and theorists, however,
were far more likely to be reading Boltanski and
ChiapelloÕs New Spirit of Capitalism, which
provides an exhaustive analysis of the new
knowledge-based classes (or class fractions)
and the way in which the language of liberation,
as well as the new insistence on less
authoritarian and hierarchical working
conditions, has been repurposed.40 Here is a
prŽcis, by Chantal Mouffe, addressing an
American art audience in the pages of Artforum:
As Luc Boltanski and éve Chiapello
persuasively demonstrated in The New
Spirit of Capitalism (1999/2005), the
managerial class successfully co-opted the
various demands for autonomy of social
movements that arose in the 1960s,
harnessing them only to secure the
conditions required by the new,
postindustrial mode of capitalist
regulation. Capital was able, they showed,
to neutralize the subversive potential of the
aesthetic strategies and ethos of the
counterculture Ð the search for
authenticity, the ideal of self-management,
and the antihierarchical imperative Ð
transforming them from instruments of
liberation into new forms of control that
would ultimately replace the disciplinary
framework of the Fordist period.41
This brings us to the question of authenticity and

Seeking inspiration in loft living, the new
strategy of urban revitalization aims for a
less problematic sort of integration than
cities have recently known. It aspires to a
synthesis of art and industry, or culture and
capital, in which diversity is acknowledged,
controlled, and even harnessed. [But] first,
the apparent reconquest of the urban core
for the middle class actually reconquers it
for upper-class users. Second, the
downtowns become simulacra, through
gussied up preservation venues. É Third,
the revitalization projects that claim

distinctiveness Ð because of specific
historic or aesthetic traits Ð become a
parody of the unique.42
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the creative class.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn the words of the American vaudevillian
turned radio personality and actor, George Burns,
ÒThe secret of acting is sincerity. If you can fake
that, you've got it made.Ó
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn Loft Living, Sharon Zukin had already put
her finger on an unanswerable paradox, namely,
the simulacral effect of neatening everything up,
of the desired pacification of the city, which, as I
have explained, will conveniently replace
difficult, unruly populations with artists, who can
generally (though not uniformly) be counted on to
be relatively docile.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊZukin writes:

The search among artists, creatives, and so
forth, for a way of life that does not pave over
older neighborhoods but infiltrates them with
coffee shops, hipster bars, and clothing shops
catering to their tastes, is a sad echo of the
tourist paradigm centering on the indigenous
authenticity of the place they have colonized.
The authenticity of these urban neighborhoods,
with their largely working-class populations, is
characterized not by bars and bodegas so much
as by what the press calls grit, signifying the lack
of bourgeois polish, and a kind of remainder of
incommensurable nature in the midst of the
cityÕs unnatural state. The arrival in numbers of
artists, hipsters, and those who follow Ð no
surprise here! Ð brings about the eradication of
this initial appeal. And, as detailed in Loft Living,
the artists and hipsters are in due course driven
out by wealthier folk, by the abundant vacant
lofts converted to luxury dwellings or the new
construction in the evacuated manufacturing
zones. Unfortunately, many artists who see
themselves evicted in this process fail to see, or
persist in ignoring, the role that artists have

Installation view of Thomas Hirschhorn exhibition Stand-alone at Museo Tamayo, Mexico City, 2008.
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played in occupying these formerly ÒalienÓ
precincts.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊZukinÕs recent book, The Naked City: The
Death and Life of Authentic Urban Places (2010),
is aimed squarely at the lifestyle arguments
typified by FloridaÕs work. It traces the trajectory
of the idea and content of urban cool, with their
repeated emphasis on those two terms,
authenticity and grit.43 As she has done
throughout her career, Zukin addresses the
efforts of the powers-that-be to hang onto
working-class cachet while simultaneously
benefiting from its erasure. ZukinÕs book focuses
on three New York neighborhoods Ð the Lower
East Side, or East Village; Harlem; and BrooklynÕs
Williamsburg, the present epicenter of cool,
walking us painfully through regional history and
transformation.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊZukin also considers ManhattanÕs venerable
Union Square, which Ð with its history of
parades, marches, soap-box oratory, and
expressions of urban unrest and decay Ð has
been the focus of twenty years of efforts to tame
it. Zukin quotes the promotional slogan of the
Union Square Partnership, a Òpublic-private
partnershipÓ: ÒEat. Shop. Visit. Union Square.Ó44
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe Square is part of the Òarchipelago of
enclavesÓ described by Dutch urbanists Maarten
Hajer and Arnold Reijdorp45 as typical of new
public spaces, providing, in ZukinÕs words,

economy done so, and those who are not part of
it are nevertheless forced to take a position in
relation to it.

Furthermore,
[T]hese places break with the past not just
by passively relying on city dwellersÕ civic
inattention when they calmly ignore the
stranger sitting on the next bench, but by
actively enabling them to avoid strangers
whom they think of as ÓaliensÓ: the
homeless, psychologically disoriented,
borderline criminal, and merely loud and
annoying .47
I note in passing that Zukin persistently faults
Jane Jacobs, otherwise treated in the field as the
Mother Teresa of the Neighborhood, for her own
inattention to the needs and preferences of
people other than the middle classes.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe disenfranchisement of those outside
the groups who benefit from life in the newly
renovated city is replicated in the split between
the developed and less developed world; just as
the paradigm of urbanism has subsumed all
others, so has the globalized knowledge
07.03.13 / 16:29:11 EDT
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Special events in pleasant surroundings É
re-creating urban life as a civilized ideal É
[with] both explicit and subtle strategies to
encourage docility of a public that by now is
used to paying for a quality experience.46

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe postindustrial shift in Western
economies from a welfare-state model to a
neoliberal one has resulted in the erosion of the
classical working-class base that had provided a
political counterpoint during the so-called
golden age of capital (1945Ð1970). The resulting
Òcultural turn,Ó in which conflicting claims are
played out in the cultural arena Ð mediated
through institutions that include the state, the
media, and the market Ð represents a relocation
of political antagonism to the only realm that
remains mutually recognizable. In less developed
economies, the global reach of aggressive
consumer capitalism and the
internationalization of (neo-imperialist)
corporate control have provided significant
challenges to the efforts of grassroots
movements to secure first-world rights through
political contestation. George Yœdice describes
local organizing efforts of poor youth, such as Rio
Funk, begun in Brazil in the 90s, and others; but
he cites Brazilian commentator Antonio Muniz
SodrŽ and Nestor Garc’a Canclini in noting that
reliance on grassroots self-empowerment
movements to bring about change absolves the
states of responsibility and puts the burdens on
the subordinated themselves.48
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn considering the social presence of
creative-class members in general and artists in
particular, I have focused on the tendency toward
passivity and complicity in questions of the
differential power of others. But a significant
number of artists do not fit this categorization.
There is a divide, perhaps, between those whose
practices are well-recognized by the art world
and those whose efforts are treated as beyond
the pale. I want to focus my attention here on the
former group. Yœdice, concerned with the
power/wealth divide, assembles an array of
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critical arguments, drawing on Grant KesterÕs
critique of the artist as service provider, always
positioned from a higher to a lower cultural level,
as well as Hal FosterÕs 1990s critique of the
artist as ethnographer.49 The problems of artistsÕ
working in poor urban neighborhoods lie partly in
the possibility, however undesired, of
exploitation, and partly in a divergence in the art
world audienceÕs understanding of the project
and that of the local community, as a result of
the different life worlds each inhabit. A number
of artists he quotes insist that they are not
Òsocial workersÓ but rather seek to expand the
frame of art. This suggests that intended
readings must occur at least partly in terms of an
aesthetic and symbolic dimension. This sits well
with commentators such as Claire Bishop, who in
a much-noted article winds up favoring the
rather vicious projects of Santiago Sierra and
those of Thomas Hirschhorn above more benign
and perhaps socially useful, ÒserviceÓ efforts.50
Suspicious of the possible use and meaning of
socially invested works, Bishop seems to regard
positively the fact that the lack of social effect in
SierraÕs heavily symbolic works, and the appeal
to philosophical and other models in
HirschhornÕs, make them legible primarily to
their ÒproperÓ art world observers. As relational
aesthetics seems to be carried out on the terrain
of service, it is worth noting that these works
remove judgment from universal categories or
the individually located faculty of taste to the
uncertain and presumably unrepeatable
reception by a particular audience or group
(shades of Allan Kaprow!).
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊYœdice joins other commentators in pointing
out that art-as-service is the end of the avantgarde, removing as it does the artistsÕ actions
from the realm of critique to melioration. In a
section that has garnered some comment,
Yœdice outlines how artists, even those who have
looked beyond institutions and markets, have
been placed in a position to perform as agents of
the state. This reinterpretation of the
vanguardist desire for Òblurring of the
boundaries of art and everyday life,Ó for ÒrealityÓ
over critique, exposes the conversion of art into a
funnel or regulator for governmentalized
Òmanaged diversity.Ó Worse, an imperative to
effectiveness has derived from arts
administrators. A 1997 report for the US National
Endowment for the Arts titled American Canvas
insists that for the arts to survive (presumably,
after the assaults of the then-newly instigated,
now newly revived, right-wing driven assault on
US art and culture known as the Òculture warsÓ)
they must take a new pragmatic approach,
Òtranslating the value of the arts into more
general civic, social, and educational termsÓ that
would be convincing to the public and elected

...suffused throughout the civic structure Ð
finding a home in a variety of community
service and economic development
activities Ð from youth programs and crime
prevention to job training and race relations
Ð far afield from the traditional aesthetic
functions of the arts. This extended role for
culture can also be seen in the many new
partners that arts organizations have taken
on in recent years, with school districts,
parks and recreation departments,
convention and visitor bureaus, chambers
of commerce, and a host of social welfare
agencies all serving to highlight the
utilitarian aspects of the arts in
contemporary society.51
Combine this with the aim of funding museums
specifically to end elitism. In the 1990s, the
federal funding agency the National Endowment
for the Arts increased its commitment to
ÒdiversityÓ while museums, pressed by such
powerful funders as the Rockefeller, Carnegie,
and Ford foundations and the ReaderÕs Digest
Fund, tried to achieve wider public Òaccess.Ó52
The operative term was ÒcommunityÓ; art was to
serve the interests of ÒcommunitiesÓ Ð by which
we must understand poor, excluded, and nonelite, non-creative-class communities Ð rather
than promote the universalist values of
modernist doctrine, which many thought simply
supported the elite-driven status quo. This
leaves artists interested in audiences beyond the
gallery with something of a dilemma: serve
instrumental needs of states and governments or
eschew art-world visibility entirely.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊTo close this section of Culture Class, let me
put into play two further quotations. From the
introduction to American Canvas:
The closing years of the 20th century
present an opportunity ... for speculation
on the formation of a new support system
[of the nonprofit arts]: one based less on
traditional charitable practices and more on
the exchange of goods and services.
American artists and arts organizations can
make valuable contributions Ð from
addressing social issues to enhancing
education to providing ÒcontentÓ for the
new information superhighway Ð to
American society.53
And from Ann Markusen:
Artists may enjoy limited and direct
patronage from elites, but as a group, they
are far more progressive than most other
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occupational groups Florida labels as
creative. While elites tend to be
conservative politically, artists are the
polar opposite. Artists vote in high numbers
and heavily for left and democratic
candidates. They are often active in
political campaigns, using their visual,
performance, and writing talents to carry
the banner. Many sociologists and social
theorists argue that artists serve as the
conscience of the society, the most likely
source of merciless critique and support for
unpopular issues like peace, the
environment, tolerance and freedom of
expression.54
×
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
→ Continued in Culture Class: Art, Creativity,
Urbanism, Part III: In the Service of Experience(s)
in issue 25.
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